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This report contains the results of the 11th consecutive annual Joint Industry
Unsaleables Benchmark Survey, sponsored by the Grocery Manufacturers Association
and Food Marketing Institute through the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering
Committee (steering committee).

The following information is included in this report:

n Aggregated company data that represent the statistical industry benchmarks for
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers in the consumer goods supply chain.

n Summaries of qualitative input by supply chain participants on key issues and 
challenges relevant to unsaleables management.

n Case study descriptions of successful companies, nominated during the 
survey for their success in managing unsaleables.

For the purpose of this report, unsaleables are defined as products removed from
their normal channel of distribution, regardless of the reason for removal. The term
“distributors” is used in this report to describe both retailers and wholesalers that
participated in this survey.

Intent

The intent of the steering committee in publishing this report is to provide the 
consumer packaged goods (CPG) industry with valuable tools to manage and reduce
the costs of unsaleables in the total supply chain. The benchmark data are expected
to be useful to individual companies interested in comparing their own similar 
metrics as one method of evaluating their efforts to reduce unsaleables costs.

The steering committee recommends that individual companies use internal 
benchmarks to measure progress and develop collaborative benchmarks with trading
partners. Industry-level data are important in understanding an individual company’s
position in the context of the total supply chain. However, actual progress by an 
individual company can only be measured by that company’s accomplishments 
relative to its own specific goals.

In this year’s report, the definitions used in the survey were expanded and clarified.
And because enough distributors responded this year, their information was included
as well. The steering committee’s goal was to provide a better understanding of the
cost of unsaleables to distributors as well as manufacturers.

This year, as in years past, the steering committee continues to refine the definitions
of unsaleables costs for distributors and manufacturers. This is a difficult task given
the variety of individual information systems and reporting methodologies used in the
industry. As a result, the benchmarks and averages in this report are as representative
of industry costs as possible at this time.

INTRODUCTION
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Methodology

This report was prepared by Raftery Resource Network (R2N), an independent 
consultant with subject matter experience. On behalf of the steering committee,
R2N analyzed questionnaire responses from 50 manufacturers, 26 distributors
(wholesalers and retailers) and four companies that provide services in the
unsaleables or reverse distribution supply chain.

Individual company responses remain confidential. This report contains data 
aggregated (averaged or summed) among the individual responses. Questions that
yielded inadequate sample sizes are not reported.

Survey participants provided annual data for 2004, or their most recent fiscal year.
They were instructed to include data for warehouse delivered product and exclude
data about DSD products, fresh meat, bakery, produce and deli products. Full 
case returns were included separately. Manufacturers and service providers were
instructed to include only U.S. customer data; distributors were asked to include
only U.S. sales.

R2N conducted a special analysis of 29 manufacturers that provided data in both
the 2005 and 2004 surveys. General industry trends included in this report were
replicated in this sub-set, indicating that the manufacturer sample is consistently
representative in both years. No data are available from the 2004 distributor survey
for use in a similar analysis.

Surveyed manufacturers reported more than $150 billion in gross U.S. sales in
2004. (Fifty-four percent had sales of $1 billion to $10 billion.) Fewer than half 
of the surveyed distributors reported annual sales.

About the Survey Responses

The manufacturer benchmarks in this report measure payments to customers 
for unsaleables, which are not defined consistently among manufacturers. The 
distributor benchmarks measure costs of products processed through reclamation
centers, which are also not defined consistently among distributors and all
unsaleables are not so processed. In addition, the benchmarks exclude certain cost
components including, but not limited to: administration costs, costs associated
with root cause determination initiatives, some service provider costs and some
reclamation center costs. Therefore, neither benchmark measures the full cost of
unsaleables to the CPG industry.

While the survey sample is representative of the associations’ memberships,
respondents may be more aware of the unsaleables issues and facts than the 
industry at large. In addition, the survey sample excludes companies with limited
unsaleables management activity and companies without adequate information to
complete the survey. Both conditions could result from unsaleables costs being 
currently acceptable to these companies. As a result, the responses to this survey
should be considered representative of, but not average for, that portion of the
industry actively managing unsaleables.

Companies looking to improve management of unsaleables can learn from the data
and information provided by the survey respondents.



The manufacturer top-line results are as follows:

n Unsaleables costs declined in 2004 to 1.06 percent of gross sales for the average
CPG manufacturer.

n The total industry benchmark rate also declined to 0.88 percent (i.e., the weighted
average of all manufacturer reported data).

n The total industry cost of unsaleables is projected to be $2.52 billion.

This is the second consecutive annual decline in the manufacturer benchmarks. 
The manufacturer company average has not been this low since 1998; the industry
average has never been this low since it was first calculated in 1996.

Among surveyed manufacturers, 56 percent reported a year-to-year decline, virtually
identical to the majority who reported declines in the 2004 survey. Two clear 
implications are:

n Total industry benchmarks will trend in the direction of the majority.

n Nearly half of the surveyed manufacturers did not participate in this cost 
improvement.

The distributor survey also shows declining year-to-year rates, although comparable
data exist for only 2003 and 2004, and the sample size is much smaller than the
manufacturer survey sample.

n Unsaleables costs declined from 0.84 percent to 0.76 percent of sales between
2003 and 2004 for the average distributor.

n Fifteen distributors submitted data showing that, in total, the “gap” between
unsaleables receipts from manufacturers and their actual costs of unsaleables
increased from 6 percent to 6.7 percent of costs between 2003 and 2004.

n Six of the 15 companies reported 2004 unsaleables costs that were less than their
unsaleables receipts from manufacturers.

Although the industry averages show reductions for this cost for both segments, 
it is important to remember that they do not represent the full costs. However, the
common message from the qualitative parts of the survey is that success is not 
simple, guaranteed or enduring without some type of focus on improvement. This
report contains several examples of successes — as well as a few insights into failure
— provided by surveyed manufacturers and distributors. They are offered in the 
spirit of process improvement for unsaleables found in the CPG supply chain.

Note: The unsaleables costs benchmarked in this report are derived from individual company records that are not
maintained following a standard method across the industry.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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KEY FINDINGS MANUFACTURER RATES

1. The manufacturer unsaleables cost rate declined in 2004 to 1.06 percent.

This is the second consecutive annual decrease in unsaleables payments by 
manufacturers as a percentage of their gross sales for the same time period. 
The weighted industry average also declined versus last year to 0.88 percent of 
gross sales to U.S. customers.

Using the weighted average rate of 0.88 percent, the total industry expense is 
projected to be $2.52 billion, down slightly from $2.57 billion last year.

Fifty-six percent of the manufacturers in this year’s survey reported a lower
unsaleables rate versus the previous year. This is virtually identical to the 55 percent
that reported year-to-year rate declines in last year’s survey. Companies were not
asked about quantity (volume) changes in this year’s survey.

Distributors on the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee suggest that one
reason for cost declines may be a decrease in the percent of total unsaleables volume
covered by “JIR” policies and sent to reclamation centers for processing and data 
collection.

As in prior years, this report contains two unsaleables cost rates.

Company average – The mean of all company rates. 
Large and small companies contribute equally to this 
average. This rate is most useful for companies to 
benchmark their own unsaleable rate to that of the 
industry as a whole.

Manufacturer sales used in these calculations are “at wholesale,” whereas distributor sales used in the distributor
benchmark are “at retail.” If comparable denominators could be used – which would be difficult, if not impossible,
to execute at an industry level – the distributor rate would be higher or the manufacturer rate would be lower.

The total industry expense projection is developed from the following sources:

Total retail sales from Progressive Grocer Annual Report of the Grocery Industry, April 15, 2004 (supermarkets, club
stores, mass merchandisers, convenience stores), and NACDS (drug stores) estimated to be $651.1 billion.

Warehouse-delivered center store sales from Progressive Grocer Consumer Expenditures Study, September 15, 2005,
estimated to be 44 percent of all consumer purchases, or $286.5 billion. 

The industry-weighted average is 0.88 percent of $286.5 billion, or $2.52 billion.

Manufacturer 
Unsaleables Costs 
as a Percentage 
of Gross Sales

‘96 ‘97 ‘98 ‘99 ‘00 ‘01 ‘02 ‘03 ‘04
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Company Average

Weighted Average

Industry-weighted average – The average of total
unsaleables costs from all companies divided by their
total sales. Larger companies contribute more to this
average than smaller companies. This rate is useful for
determining the total cost of unsaleables to the industry.
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0.91%

1.07%
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1.14%
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0.99%

1.11%

0.88%

1.06%



2. The supermarket and mass retail channels showed the largest decline in man-
ufacturer unsaleables rate.

Most manufacturers in this survey provided specific channel unsaleables payments
and gross sales for 2004. The channel averages are calculated using all data 
reported. Sales and unsaleables payment data at the channel level match company
totals reported elsewhere in the survey.

Relative to the percentage of gross sales by channel, manufacturers in this year’s sur-
vey reported disproportionate amounts of unsaleables payments for some channels.

From this perspective, it appears that manufacturer efforts to reduce the incidence of
unsaleables would most likely yield the greatest supply chain improvements when
focused on the supermarket and chain drug store channels.

More than one-third of survey respondents said that channel-specific data are
unknown in their companies.
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Manufacturer 
Unsaleables Cost 
Rate by Channel
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3. Invoice deductions and allowances are the most often used financial 
transactions for manufacturer unsaleables payments.

Swell allowances and adjustable rate allowances were reported to be a combined 
38 percent of the total payments; invoice deductions were 39 percent.

Since many companies practice only one or two of these techniques, the industry
measure is aggregated across all companies reporting data. About half of the 
participating manufacturers indicated that these data are unknown.

4. Some manufacturers place 60 percent of returned full cases back into active
inventory.

About one-fourth of surveyed manufacturers reported data about full case returns
from distributors. Closeout liquidators receive 25 percent of this volume.

These manufacturers reported an average of $14.2 million in payments for full case
returns in 2004, down from $16 million in 2003.

Types of Unsaleables
Financial Transactions

2%

21%

39%

38% n Reclamation Center Invoices
n Deductions
n Allowances
n Store Claims

Disposition of Full 
Case Returns to
Manufacturers

6%
9%

25%

60% n Donation
n Destroyed

n Closeout
n Active Inventory



DISTRIBUTOR RATES

1. Distributor unsaleables costs as a percent of sales declined to 0.76 percent 
in 2004.

Using the largest sample sizes possible, the weighted averages for surveyed distribu-
tors shows relationships and annual changes that are similar to the manufacturer
averages.

It is important to note that only about half of the surveyed distributors provided this
data. Seven of the 26 participants said the cost data were unknown. Company and
industry averages for receipts from manufacturers were statistically equal and are
reported as “average receipts.”

The difference between unsaleables receipts from manufacturers and the distributors’
average total annual costs for unsaleables is somewhat confusing to say the least.
This is due to the fact that the sample size of 13 to 14 companies is relatively small
— plus the fact that not all the companies are the same in these six data points.

Absent a more robust sample size, no industry-level conclusion can be drawn with
regard to the relative impact of this gap, i.e., is it a positive or a negative difference.
However, the annual changes for these three distributor measures supports the 
manufacturer survey finding that industry rates declined from 2003 to 2004.
Distributors on the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee pose that one 
reason for cost and receipts declines may be a decrease in the percent of total
unsaleables volume covered by JIR policies and sent to reclamation centers for 
processing and data collection.

KEY FINDINGS
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Distributor Unsaleables
Costs and Receipts as 
a Percentage of Sales

2003 2004
Samples: 2003 = 13,14; 2004 = 14,15
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As in prior years, this report contains two unsaleables cost rates.

Company average – the mean of all company rates. 
Large and small companies contribute equally to 
this average. This rate is most useful for companies 
to benchmark their own unsaleable rate to that of 
the industry as a whole.

It is important to note that distributor sales used in these calculations are “at retail”, whereas manufacturer 
sales used in the manufacturer benchmark are “at wholesale.” If comparable denominators could be used — which
would be difficult, if not impossible, to execute at an industry level — the distributor rate would be higher or the
manufacturer rate would be lower.

Industry-weighted average – the average of total
unsaleables costs from all companies divided by their total
sales. Larger companies contribute more to this average
than smaller companies. This rate is useful for determining
the total cost of unsaleables to the industry.
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2. Some distributors reported that their total receipts for unsaleables from man-
ufacturers were 6.7 percent below their total costs for unsaleables in 2004.

The total “gap” increased from 6 percent to 6.7 percent of their unsaleables costs
from 2003 to 2004, which represent more than half of the survey sample. Six of
these companies reported 2004 unsaleables costs that were less than their 2004
unsaleables receipts from manufacturers, up from five in 2003.

Ten of these distributors provided data that could be used in a year-to-year comparison
of costs versus receipts. That is, these 10 companies answered all the questions
needed for this comparison by also providing annual sales data. While this sample
size is even smaller than the total distributor sample, it reflects the complete 
experiences of these companies as reported by them for 2004.

As a group, these distributors reported receiving payments from manufacturers that
were less than the unsaleables costs. Distributors on the Joint Industry Unsaleables
Steering Committee suggest that one reason for cost and receipts declines may be a
decrease in the percent of total unsaleables volume covered by “JIR” policies and
sent to reclamation centers for processing and data collection. These results indicate
that trading partners in the unsaleables supply chain have additional work ahead of
them to understand the issues that are driving this gap.

The distributor sample size was too small to report the type of financial transaction
associated with unsaleables payments from manufacturers (i.e., deductions, 
reclamation payments and allowances). 

Selected Distributor
Unsaleables as 
a Percentage of Sales
(Weighted Average)
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1.05%

1.00%

0.95%

0.90%

0.85%

0.80%

0.75%
2003 2004

Sample size: 10
Note: Distributor sales includes distributor margins.

1.04%

0.98%

0.87%
0.92%

TotalCosts

n Total Receipts



3. Dry grocery products account for 55 percent of the distributor cost of
unsaleables.

Among surveyed distributors, the breakout of their unsaleables by major department
is dependent on their merchandising strategy and retail channel. Eight participants —
primarily from the grocery and drug channels — provided department level
unsaleables cost data.

Distributors on the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee verified that 
these proportions are reasonable. The survey consultant observes that these eight 
distributors represent a similar merchandise mix to the manufacturer survey.
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Manufacturer Key Issues

More than half (24 of 43 providing data) of the surveyed manufacturers reported
lower unsaleables rates in 2004 versus 2003. Answers to one of the open-ended
questions were segmented by that condition. As expected, companies reported very
different answers, depending on their experience with unsaleables rate changes.
Answers are listed in order of frequency of mention. Most-often mentioned answers
are shown at the top of each list.

Among companies experiencing a declining unsaleables rate, the major forces driving
change were reported as follows:

n Increased management focus on unsaleables data

n Introduction/implementation of a swell allowance or adjustable rate

n Dialogue and collaboration with customers

n Improvements in pallet fit and packaging

n Increased customer compliance with policy

n Customer inventory management initiatives

n Use of markdown programs for discontinuations

Among companies experiencing an increasing unsaleables rate, the major forces driving
change were reported as follows:

n Product discontinuations

n New product introductions, packaging changes

n Internal complacency, loss of focus

n Seasonal returns and recalls

Among all manufacturers, the major challenges expected in 2005 are weighted toward
issues with trading partners:

n Customer resistance to manufacturer policy

n New product introductions/changes/discontinuations

n Securing customer involvement in reducing unsaleables

n Reducing unsaleables costs/reclamation center fees

n Lack of actionable data

n Customer resets/store closings/discontinuations

n Internal damage reduction



The top unsaleables issues according to all surveyed manufacturers are as follows:

n New product introductions/product changes/SKU proliferation/discontinuations

n Lack of agreement on shared financial responsibility, other unresolved issues

n Pressure to reduce costs/lower packaging strength/packaging problems*

n Excessive customer claims/high cost of reclamation/customer policies

n Customer resets/closings/discontinuations

n Damages

n Securing customer involvement in reducing unsaleables/collaboration

n Store returns of saleable product

n Policy enforcement/compliance

n Excess inventory management/over buying/overselling

n Acceptance/standardization of adjustable rate policies

* This issue also was reported by distributors.

KEY FINDINGS
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Distributor Key Issues

Unlike the manufacturer responses, distributor responses to the open-ended questions
contained no discernable differences between those with declining costs versus all
others. Answers are listed in order of frequency of mention. Most-often mentioned
answers are shown at the top of each list.

According to surveyed distributors, the major forces driving change are the same as
their major challenges in 2005:

n Manufacturer swell allowances/adjustable rate policies, moving away from JIR

n Lower reimbursements by manufacturers for unsaleables

n Higher damage levels due to poor packaging/cost reductions

n Expired products

A number of additional challenges and forces were mentioned singly, indicating that
across the industry, distributors are individually concerned with a diverse set of 
challenges related to unsaleables.

The top unsaleables issues according to surveyed distributors are as follows:

n Manufacturer swell allowance/adjustable rate policies, moving away from JIR

n Managing product discontinuations/new item failures/resets

n Lack of manufacturer actions to reduce damage/lack of retail support/reduced
research by manufacturers

n Higher damage levels due to poor packaging/cost reductions*

n Cost of reclamation

n Expired/damaged product remaining on the store shelf

n Lack of accounting, management data

n Deterioration in vendor relations

* This issue also was reported by manufacturers.



Manufacturers 

The following benchmarks are provided as references to companies interested in
learning how their measures compare to industry averages. Individual companies 
must decide what levels are acceptable in their own situations and in consideration
for several market factors including trading partner relations.

These aggregates were calculated from data provided on separate questions and from
several companies. All companies did not answer all questions. Therefore, these 
numbers are not additive.

Manufacturer Benchmarks as a Percentage of Sales
0.56% Invoice deductions for unsaleables
0.47% Adjustable rate allowance
0.44% Payments for reclamation center claims
0.14% Promotional funds for markdown programs
0.12% Swell allowances
0.12% Store claims for unsaleables

Additional facts from the 2005 manufacturer survey are as follows:

n Nearly all surveyed manufacturers report unsaleables data are available to them by
customer.

n About four of five manufacturers have unsaleables data by brand or SKU.

n Most (58 percent) manufacturers report about the same amount of resources (peo-
ple, time, dollars) available to them for managing unsaleables this year versus last
year. 

n One-fourth of surveyed manufacturers report more resources this year.

BENCHMARKS
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Distributors

The following benchmarks are provided as references to companies interested in
learning how their measures compare to industry averages. Individual companies 
must decide what levels are acceptable in their own situations and in consideration
for several market factors including trading partner relations.

These aggregates were calculated from data provided on separate questions and 
from several companies. All companies did not answer all questions. Therefore, these
numbers are not additive.

Distributor Benchmarks as a Percentage of U.S. Sales
0.72% Invoice deduction receipts for unsaleables
0.29% Reclamation payments for unsaleables
0.20% Swell and adjustable rate allowance receipts for unsaleables

Additional facts from the 2005 distributor survey are as follows:

n Nearly all surveyed distributors report unsaleables data are available to them by
manufacturer and by store. Most report using that data.

n About three of five distributors use unsaleables data by department.

n Most (62 percent) distributors report about the same amount of resources (people,
time, dollars) available to them for managing unsaleables this year versus last year.
One-fifth report more resources this year.

n About one-third of surveyed distributors said that their stores marked down and sold
more damaged goods to shoppers in the past year. None of those surveyed report
selling less.

n Half of surveyed distributors use multiple methods to reimburse stores for
unsaleables. About two of five reimburse stores at full cost; one of five use full
retail.

Average Store
Reimbursement for
Unsaleables

of Retail of Cost
n = 7 n = 13

Note: Multiple answers

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

62%

72%



Service Providers

Again this year, four companies that provide unsaleables services to manufacturers
were asked to participate in an adjunct survey. The goal of their participation was to
expand the body of knowledge about unsaleables and to identify specific data bench-
marks to which they could contribute. Service providers that contract with distributors
were not included because distributors were asked related questions on their survey. 

The sample size of four respondents is robust because each service provider’s data
represents several manufacturers. While their responses are tempered by their 
individual client bases, they represent a broad slice across the reverse logistics 
supply chain. Individual clients define specifications that these companies use to
accumulate these data.

It is important to note that these companies are not able to determine additional
“causal” information such as where in the supply chain these products became
crushed, dented or when they expired. In addition, they cannot determine why some
product is in good or saleable condition. The Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering
Committee observes that “good product” likely includes products discontinued by
manufacturers, seasonal items and products delisted by distributors. Other “causes”
of this condition also are likely.

BENCHMARKS
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Two questions were asked about the claims processing services performed by these
companies for their clients:

1. What were the variances against manufacturer policy cost for products versus what
was on the claim?

2. What were the variances in the number of products scanned versus what was on
the claim?

On open-ended questions, service providers echoed the observations of manufacturers
and distributors regarding major industry issues surrounding unsaleables, i.e., new
product introductions, discontinuations, slow movers, inventory management, and dis-
agreement on shared responsibility and policies.

Total Claim Variances 
as a Percentage of 
2004 Claims

15%

70%

49%15%

n Claims were acceptable     n Claims were lower     n Claims were higher

32%

19%

Sources: Damage Recovery Systems, Genco Damage 
Research, Universal Solutions International, Strategic Solutions

Sources: Damage Recovery Systems, Genco Damage 
Research, Universal Solutions International

Product Cost # Units Scanned



In a continuing effort to provide new information that can be acted upon by companies
interested in reducing the incidence and quantities of unsaleable products in the 
supply chain, the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee launched the
Innovation Awards at the 2004 Unsaleables Management Conference. Individual 
companies, often in tandem with a trading partner, receive industry recognition for
actions that improve unsaleables management.

This year’s Unsaleables Benchmark Survey included new questions aimed at the same
objective — to identify successful practices in unsaleables management. Distributors
were each asked to identify a manufacturer that has made progress reducing
unsaleables costs and to describe what the manufacturer had done. Manufacturers
were asked similar questions about distributors.

The thumbnail descriptions below are taken from the survey responses. Some 
overlap is expected with the Innovation Awards, which will be determined after the
publication of this report. The distributor and manufacturer lists are ranked by 
frequency of mention. Most-often mentioned companies are at the top. 

Manufacturers described the following retailers’ successful practices. All of these
retailers received multiple mentions:

Retailer A Conducts hidden damage, package issues audits. Maintains 
constant dialogue and analysis. Handling improvements.
Discontinued product markdowns.

Retailer B Measures store performance. Holds store accountable. Actively 
manages program. Handling improvements. Just-in-time ordering.

Retailer C Collaborates with vendors. Audits store returns. Seasonal returns
improvement. Discontinued product markdowns. No deductions.

Retailer D Practices efficient buying and promotion. In compliance with policy.
Includes unsaleables metrics with standards on vendor scorecard.

Retailer E Communicates proper assortment. Converted to swell allowance.
Efficient logistics practices. 

Retailer F Improved seasonal returns. Holds quarterly inventory reviews.
Discontinued product markdowns.

Two drug store chains, one mass merchant and three supermarket operators are
included in the above list. Two wholesalers were among an additional 10 distributors,
each mentioned by one manufacturer.

Some manufacturers volunteered information about their unsaleables cost reductions
at individual distributors. The reductions ranged from 40 percent to 85 percent. This
information was not verified in the survey.

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
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Distributors and service providers described the following manufacturers’ successful
practices.

Manufacturer A Dedicated staff constantly reviews packaging and dating
issues. Example of open trading partner collaboration.

Manufacturer B Offers post-pay swell allowance. Improved corrugated 
packaging, pallet patterns.

Manufacturer C Changed to full corrugated case from a tray with shrink 
over-wrap, including private label items.

Manufacturer D Continues to look for ways to improve packaging to reduce
damage in transport and pack out.

Manufacturer E Changed labels from paper to plastic, improved corrugate,
double stitch bags. Eliminated clamping at DCs.

Manufacturer F Actively communicates with customers to recover all 
products from reclaim and DCs. Uses controlled secondary
market.

Seven additional manufacturers were mentioned. Practices included several listed
above plus discounted product programs, dedicated resources to research unsaleables
problems and inventory management initiatives.

Case Studies

The following case studies were assembled through confidential interviews with 
companies that were mentioned by participants in the survey as having done 
something to reduce the incidence of product unsaleability.

Case Study 1 – Manufacturer
This company has a three-pronged approach to unsaleables improvement, beginning
with an aggressive markdown program for product discontinuations. Customers are
notified three months in advance — and sometimes up to six months ahead — of 
discontinuation. Sales people can use promotional funds for markdowns and the 
company picks up full cases from customer warehouses, so that only store inventory
is flushed through.

The second prong involves packaging improvements. By moving from a package that
could be easily damaged and pilfered to a blister pack, damages and empty packages
in reclamation have declined significantly.

The third prong involves working directly with customers whose rate is higher than 
the company’s average for that channel. A full supply chain team interfaces with 
their counterparts at about 10 to 12 customers each year. They investigate all 
opportunities for improvements.



Case Study 2 – Manufacturer
This manufacturer has focused for several years on operational improvements within
its domain. Initiatives include warehouse and plant training programs and a bonus
incentive for employees that is tied to damage reduction. Warehouse systems were
tweaked to improve inventory rotation. High-volume items were moved to a direct
plant shipment program and some promotions are shipped store-direct.

Multi-faceted improvements also included changing to a stronger and heavier two-
piece can from a three-piece can. Pallet patterns were changed to improve pallet fit.
Several case designs were changed to increase strength. Shelf life was extended for a
number of refrigerated items.

Case Study 3 – Manufacturer
This company eliminated slip sheets and clamping on a number of boxed products.
The move to manufacturing directly to pallet reduced internal damage by 15 percent
and customer damage by another 15 percent. Truck unloading time at customer 
warehouses improved by one-third. Interesting side benefits to slip sheet elimination
were also realized, including reduced labor training expense, less equipment 
maintenance and forklift battery costs.

Case Study 4 – Manufacturer
This company made a conscious effort two years ago to begin working with customers
to reduce unsaleables. They focused on new product failures with the goal of relieving
retailers with excess inventory. They recognized that while their business was not on
consignment, it made good business sense to evaluate each product failure on a
case-by-case basis. Often the result is full case returns for credit; and sometimes
store level inventory can be returned.

Case Study 5 – Retailer
This retailer has been chipping away at unsaleables costs for five years, building
accountability in distribution, merchandising and at stores. Senior management 
supports their ongoing initiatives.

In the warehouses, managers can track damage rates by picker. Since bonuses
include a damage component, they are prone to action.

Category managers see unsaleables rates by vendor and by SKU. Vendor performances
are compared to similar suppliers; SKU performance often leads to tough questions
about variety rationalization.

In the stores, one person is responsible for the unsaleable rate, calculated by period.
Higher volume stores have a lower target rate than smaller stores. The receiver sorts
reclamation product and identifies out-dated and in-transit damage separately. These
items are batch-processed separately in the reclamation center.

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
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Pick locations have been changed in this retailer’s warehouse based on analyses of
the in-transit data. The outdated data helps operations identify categories that should
be rotated on a set schedule in the store.

Case Study 6 – Retailer
This company recently began a strict program of culling damage at their receiving
dock. Even if one package is damaged, they will send the entire case back. Then 
they work with suppliers to fix the problems by conducting root cause studies. 
They have found that focusing on reducing touches and stretch wrap practices 
yields improvements.

Case Study 7 – Wholesaler
This wholesaler targeted dairy department code date issues. The financial impact of
warehouse out-of-date losses was tracked by buyer. The results have been changes 
in buying practices, smaller quantities ordered and less out-of-date product.

Case Study 8 – Retailer
This retailer attacked unsaleables on several fronts, first by engaging company staff in
several departments. They created a “traveling road show” to educate staff about the
importance of this improvement opportunity. The retailer next engaged suppliers and
often facilitated a process of discovery within their vendor community. Some of the
areas that they tackled with their trading partners included packaging improvements,
pallet platform quality, case design and receiving dock efficiencies.

In the stores this retailer’s education focused on the impact of unsaleables on profits
and they included unsaleables goals in incentive bonuses. Stores learned what items
should not be sent to the reclamation center and what they should do in store with
excess promotion inventory.

A new markdown program was developed to flush store inventory more quickly.
Working with suppliers, they developed new practices that extended the notification
period for item discontinuation and made the retail markdown level more aggressive
(up to 50 percent) to encourage shopper pull-through over reclamation processing.



JIR Revisited

At a January 2005 joint board meeting, the Food Marketing Institute (FMI) and the
Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA) were instructed to charge their Joint
Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee with revising existing guidelines for industry
practices influencing the products that become unsaleable in the supply chain.

FMI and GMA observe that the current industry climate around unsaleables resembles
the climate that existed in 1989, when the first Joint Industry Unsaleables
Committee was formed. That group published Product Reclamation Centers — 
A Joint Industry Report in 1990. 

The JIR, as it has become known in the industry, has served as a template for 
business practices, unsaleable product handling and trading partner dialogues. 
The association directors have charged the descendant committee for unsaleables 
initiatives with developing a new set of industry business practice guidelines for
unsaleables product management and cost recovery, based on the 1990 JIR 
guidelines and principles and inclusive of the changes that have occurred in the
reverse distribution supply chain since 1990. An update of the handling and 
operating cost study in the JIR is beyond the scope of this project.

The Joint Industry Report Task Force (JIR Task Force) was formed to work on this
project. Its report is expected to be delivered at the next joint board meeting of FMI
and GMA in January 2006. For further information, contact Pat Walsh, Senior
Director, Industry Relations, Food Marketing Institute, 655 15th Street, NW, 
Suite 700, Washington, DC 20005 or Karin Croft, Senior Director, Industry Affairs,
Grocery Manufacturers Association, 2401 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Second Floor,
Washington, DC 20037.

Unsaleables Update

GMA publishes a periodic e-mail newsletter for unsaleables managers. For a free 
subscription, visit the GMA Web site at www.gmabrands.com or call the Industry
Affairs Department at 202-337-9400.

HDMA Returns Task Force

The Healthcare Distribution Management Association (HDMA) formed the Returns
Task Force (RTF) in February 2005 to drive the investigation of the issues surrounding
product returns for distributors, manufacturers, third-party service providers and 
consumers. The RTF is expected to focus on problems, risks and solutions across the
supply chain for pharmaceuticals, and over-the-counter and biological drug products.
The RTF has begun a project to define points of conflict between distributors and
manufacturers and to identify improvement opportunities.

This project will deliver a new publication intended to help HDMA members and 
their supply chain partners resolve current issues surrounding effective returns 
management. The final report is expected to be published in October 2005. For 
further information, contact John Howells, Director, e-Business Process Development,
Healthcare Distribution Management Association, 901 North Glebe Road, 
Suite 1000, Arlington, VA 22203.

RELATED INITIATIVES AND RESOURCES
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Unsaleables Management Conference

Manufacturers, distributors and service providers gather every year in July to hear and
share new information about unsaleables costs and controls. The event is sponsored
by the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee, representing GMA and FMI 
in partnership with the National Association of Chain Drug Stores and Consumer
Healthcare Products Association. For more information, contact any of these 
associations.

Unsaleables Service Providers

The following companies provide various services in unsaleables and returned goods
management in the U.S. for distributors or manufacturers.

Capital Returns, Inc.
6101 N. 64th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
414-967-2800

Carolina Logistics, Inc.
2601 Pilgrim Court
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
800-765-1277

Damage Recovery Systems, Inc.
31 Robinson Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
610-327-1133

Gelco Information Network
10700 Prairie Lakes Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
800-707-5793

GENCO Distribution Systems
100 Papercraft Park
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
800-677-3110

Guaranteed Returns
100 Colin Drive
Holbrook, NY 11741
800-473-2138

NNC Group
2670 Executive Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46241
317-636-9826

ReTurn Inc.
100 West Lake Street
Wayzata, MN 55391
952-475-0242

Strategic Solutions International, Inc.
3075 Citrus Circle, Suite 135
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
925-979-1233

Universal Solutions International, Inc.
465 Shepherd Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
800-228-8369

Wesley Associates Business Consultants, Inc.
28 South Broad Street
Nazareth, PA 18064
610-759-6502/6690
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QUESTIONNAIRES

2005 UNSALEABLES BENCHMARK SURVEY — MANUFACTURERS
Sponsored by the Grocery Manufacturers Association and Food Marketing Institute.

Please return to Raftery Resource Network via U.S. mail or fax by February 25, 2005 
(see page 4).

GMA and FMI members on the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee
request your support in the annual industry unsaleables benchmark survey. The pur-
pose of the survey is to provide meaningful information to companies interested in
reducing the quantity of unsaleables in the supply chain. All data collected in this
survey are reported as aggregates; individual company data are held confidential by
Raftery Resource Network, the independent consulting firm conducting the survey. No
individual company data will be published.

Participants receive a complimentary copy of the final report in July.

Company Name:

Address:

Your Name:

Your Title:

Your Phone: (       )

Your e-mail:

Instructions
Please use the following definition for all questions about unsaleables data.

Use data from your most recent fiscal year, if you do not maintain calendar year data.
Please answer all the questions to the best of your ability but do not estimate your
answers. Answer as many questions as you can. Feel free to call Dan Raftery directly
(847-838-1177) if you have questions.

1. What were your total annual payments to customers for unsaleables?

2004 Unsaleables payments   $A_________________ q C Check here if unknown.

2003 Unsaleables payments   $B_________________ q D Check here if unknown.

Unsaleables 
Data Definition

Include Exclude

Warehouse delivered products All DSD products, full case returns,

fresh meat, bakery, produce, deli.

Deductions (cleared) Payments for markdown programs

Payments for reclamation claims Open deductions (not cleared).

Store claims or credits

Swell and adjustable rate allowances

U.S. customers Non-U.S. customers
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2a. Please indicate which components are included in your total 2004 payments to customers and the amount, if known.

Check all that apply 2b. Versus last year this is:
qA Deductions $_________________   q F Check here if unknown. 1  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qB Reclamation payments $_________________   q G Check here if unknown. 2  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qC Store claims $_________________   q H Check here if unknown. 3  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qD Swell $_________________   q I Check here if unknown. 4  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qE Adjustable rate allowances$_________________   q J Check here if unknown. 5  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

3. What were your total annual gross sales to U.S. customers for the same time period? (Use the data definition on page 1).
2004 Gross sales  $A__________________

2003 Gross sales  $B__________________

Questions 4, 5 and 6 refer to DSD products only. If you have no DSD products, check here qE and go to question 7.

4. What were your total annual payments to customers for DSD unsaleables?
2004 DSD unsaleables payments $A__________________   qC Check here if unknown.

2003 DSD unsaleables payments $B__________________   qD Check here if unknown.

5a. Please indicate which components are included in your total 2004 DSD payments to customers and the amount, if known.

Check all that apply 5b. Versus last year this is:
qA Deductions $F________________   q K Check here if unknown. 1  q Higher   q Lower   q Same 

qB Reclamation payments $G________________   q L Check here if unknown 2  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qC Store claims $H________________   q M Check here if unknown 3  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qD Swell allowances $I________________   q N Check here if unknown. 4  q Higher   q Lower   q Same

qE Adjustable rate $J________________   q O Check here if unknown. 5  q Higher   q Lower   q Same
allowances 

6. What were your total annual DSD gross sales to U.S. customers for the same time period? 
2004 DSD Gross sales  $A__________________

2003 DSD Gross sales  $B__________________

7a. What were your total annual payments for full case returns from customers? 
2004 Returns payments  $A__________________   q C Check here if unknown.

2003 Returns payments  $B__________________   q D Check here if unknown.

7b. Where did these products go?   Check all that apply
q A Salvage/closeout H__________% q O Check here if unknown.

q B Special customers I__________% q P Check here if unknown.

q C Donation J__________% q Q Check here if unknown.

q D Destroyed K__________% q R Check here if unknown.

q F Active inventory L__________% q S Check here if unknown.

q G Other M______________ N__________% q T Check here if unknown.
Total: 100 %

8. What was your total annual cost of promotional funds for markdown programs and how many occurred? 
(Enter 0 if you had no such program.)

2004 Markdown payments $A____________   q C Check if unknown. Number E_______   q G Check here if unknown.

2003 Markdown payments $B____________   q D Check if unknown. Number F_______   q H Check here if unknown.
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9. Please provide channel specific unsaleables payments and gross sales for 2004.
(See Unsaleables Data Definition, page 1.)

Retail Channel Unsaleables Payments $ Gross Sales $
Supermarket * A H

Drug Store B I

Mass Merchandiser C J

Convenience Store* D K

Club Store F L

Other: G M

* Include retailers and wholesalers N q Check here if channel specific data are unknown.

10. Please indicate all levels of unsaleables data that are available and that are actively used in your company.

Data available Data used
q A by customer q E by customer
q B by brand q F by brand
q C by SKU q G by SKU
q D None of the above q H None of the above

11. How do your current resources for managing unsaleables compare to what they were a year ago? (Include 
people, time, dollars available to manage unsaleables).

qA We have more resources q B We have fewer resources q C Resources are about the same

12. What do you believe was the major force driving change in unsaleables costs between 2003 and 2004 for
your company?

13. What do you believe is the major unsaleables challenge facing your company in 2005?

14. What do you believe are the top three issues in unsaleables facing the industry today?
1.
2. 
3. 

Please name a customer who you believe has made progress reducing unsaleables costs and briefly describe 
what the customer has done. (This information will be used to conduct further research into “best practice” 
case studies).

Customer: A__________________________________________________________________________________________
How this customer reduces unsaleables costs: B__________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to answer this important questionnaire.
Your responses will be held in strictest confidence by Raftery Resource Network.



Unsaleables 
Data Definition

2005 UNSALEABLES BENCHMARK SURVEY — DISTRIBUTORS
Sponsored by the Grocery Manufacturers Association and Food Marketing Institute.

Please return to Raftery Resource Network via U.S. mail or fax by February 25, 2005 
(see page 4).

FMI and GMA members on the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee request
your support in the annual industry unsaleables benchmark survey. The purpose of the
survey is to provide meaningful information to companies interested in reducing the
quantity of unsaleables in the supply chain. All data collected in this survey are
reported as aggregates; individual company data are held confidential by Raftery
Resource Network, the independent consulting firm conducting the survey. 
No individual company data will be published.

Participants receive a complimentary copy of the final report in July.

Company Name: 

Address:

Your Name:

Your Title:

Your Phone:  (       )

Your email:

Instructions
Please use the following definition for all questions about unsaleables data.

Use data from your most recent fiscal year, if you do not maintain calendar year data.

Please answer all the questions to the best of your ability but do not estimate your
answers. Answer as many questions as you can. Feel free to call Dan Raftery directly
(847-838-1177) if you have questions.

2. What were your total annual costs for unsaleables?
2004 Unsaleables costs $A______________  or C_______%  q F Check here if unknown.
2003 Unsaleables costs $B______________  or D_______%  q G Check here if unknown.
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Include Exclude

Warehouse delivered products All DSD products, full case returns,

fresh meat, bakery, produce, deli

Deductions Payments for markdown programs

Payments for reclamation claims

Store claims or credits

Swell and adjustable rate allowances

U.S. sales Sales outside of the U.S.
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3. What were your total annual receipts from manufacturers for unsaleables? 
2004 Unsaleables receipts  $A__________________ q C Check here if unknown.
2003 Unsaleables receipts  $B__________________ q D Check here if unknown.

3a. Please indicate which components are included in your total 2004 receipts from manufacturers and the
amount, if known.
Check all that apply.
q A Deductions $F__________________ q K Check here if unknown.
q B Reclamation payments $G__________________ q L Check here if unknown.
q C Store claims $H__________________ q M Check here if unknown.
q D Swell allowances $I__________________ q N Check here if unknown.
q E Adjustable rate allowances $J__________________ q O Check here if unknown.

3b. What was your 2004 payment gap (receipts vs. cost) for each component?
Deductions $A__________________ or F_______% q K Check here if unknown.
Reclamation payments $B__________________ or G_______% q L Check here if unknown.
Store claims $C__________________ or H_______% q M Check here if unknown.
Swell allowances $D__________________ or I_______% q N Check here if unknown.
Adjustable rate allowances $E__________________ or J_______% q O Check here if unknown.

4. What were your total annual gross sales for the same time period? (Use the unsaleables data definition on page 1).
2004 Gross sales  $A__________________ qC Check if you cannot provide this data.
2003 Gross sales  $B__________________ qD Check if you cannot provide this data.

5. Please provide department specific unsaleables receipts, actual unsaleables costs and gross sales for 2004.
Provide data in dollars, if possible.   (See Unsaleables Data Definition on page 1).

Retail Department Unsaleables Receipts $ or % Unsaleables Costs $ or % Gross Sales $
Edible Shelf-Stable Dry Grocery* A H N

Non-Edible Shelf-Stable Dry Gro B I O

Refrigerated Grocery (Dairy) C J P

Frozen Grocery D K Q

General Merchandise F L R

Health and Beauty Aids G M S

*Combine Dry Grocery here if you do not separate. q T Check here if department data are unknown.

6. How do you reimburse stores for unsaleables? (Check all that apply).
q A Full retail or E________% of retail
q B Full cost or F________% of cost 
q C Check here if it varies by manufacturer

7. In the past year, have your store practices changed for marking down and selling damaged goods to shoppers?
q A No
q B Yes   How?  q C Stores sell more damaged goods to shoppers   q D Stores sell less damaged goods to shoppers

8. Please indicate all levels of unsaleables data that are available and that are actively used in your company.
Data available Data used
q A by vendor q F by vendor
q B by department q G by department
q C by category q H by category
q D by store q I by store
q E None of the above q J None of the above



9. How do your current resources for managing unsaleables compare to what they were a year ago? 
(Include people, time, dollars available to manage unsaleables).

q A We have more resources q B We have fewer resources q C Resources are about the same

10. What do you believe was the major force driving change in unsaleables costs between 2003 and 2004 for
your company?

11. What do you believe is the major unsaleables challenge facing your company in 2005?

12. What do you believe are the top three issues in unsaleables facing the industry today?
1. 

2.

3.

Please name a manufacturer who you believe has made progress reducing unsaleables costs and briefly describe
what the manufacturer has done. (This information will be used to conduct further research into “best practice”
case studies). 

Manufacturer: A

How this manufacturer reduces unsaleables costs: B

Thank you for taking the time to answer this important questionnaire.
Your responses will be held in strictest confidence by Raftery Resource Network.
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2005 UNSALEABLES BENCHMARK SURVEY — SERVICE PROVIDERS
Sponsored by the Grocery Manufacturers Association and Food Marketing Institute.

Please return to Raftery Resource Network via U.S. mail or fax by February 25, 2005 
(see page 3).

GMA and FMI members on the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering Committee
request your support in the annual industry unsaleables benchmark survey. The 
purpose of the survey is to provide meaningful information to companies interested 
in reducing the quantity of unsaleables in the supply chain. All data collected in this
survey are reported as aggregates; individual company data are held confidential by
Raftery Resource Network, the independent consulting firm conducting the survey. 
No individual company data will be published.

Participants receive a complimentary copy of the final report in July.

Company Name:

Address:

Your Name:

Your Title:

Your Phone:  (       )

Your email:

Instructions
Please use the following definition for all questions about unsaleables data.

Use data from calendar year 2004.

Please answer all the questions to the best of your ability but do not estimate your
answers. Answer as many questions as you can. Feel free to call Dan Raftery directly
(847-838-1177) if you have questions.

Include Exclude

Warehouse delivered products All DSD products, full case returns

Deductions Payments for markdown programs

Payments for reclamation claims

Store claims or credits

Swell and adjustable rate allowances

U.S. customers Non-U.S. customers



4. Using data from your claims processing service, please provide total annual dollars and units for as many of the
following categories as possible. Also include total annual gross sales provided by your clients that match the
claims data. Finally, please enter two sample sizes for each category: the number of manufacturers and the
number of products in your data.

Note: Include only those claims data for which you report gross sales data. Remember, your data will be used 
in aggregate to create category level industry benchmarks. Accuracy is required.

Category Total Claims $ Total Claims Units Total Gross Sales $ # Mfrs # Products

Breakfast Cereal (Hot and Cold) B2 C2 D2 E2 F2

Nutrition/Snack Bars B3 C3 D3 E3 F3

Shelf Stable Beverages B4 C4 D4 E4 F4

Shelf Stable Vegetables and Fruits B5 C5 D5 E5 F5

Soups, Sauces and Condiments B6 C6 D6 E6 F6

Jams, Jellies, Peanut Butter B7 C7 D7 E7 F7

Shelf Stable Dressings B8 C8 D8 E8 F8

Shelf Stable (Prepared) Meats B9 C9 D9 E9 F9

Baking Products B10 C10 D10 E10 F10

Shelf Stable Mixes, Noodles, Rice B11 C11 D11 E11 F11

Cookies, Crackers, Snacks, Candy B12 C12 D12 E12 F12

Paper Products B13 C13 D13 E13 F13

Pet Food B14 C14 D14 E14 F14

Household Cleaners, Soaps B15 C15 D15 E15 F15

Other Dry Grocery B16 C16 D16 E16 F16

Health and Beauty Care B17 C17 D17 E17 F17

Vitamins and Supplements B18 C18 D18 E18 F18

Refrigerated Beverages B19 C19 D19 E19 F19

Yogurt B20 C20 D20 E20 F20

Cheese, Butter, Spreads B21 C21 D21 E21 F21

Refrigerated Dough, Pastries B22 C22 D22 E22 F22

Other Refrigerated B23 C23 D23 E23 F23

Frozen Entrees, Sides B24 C24 D24 E24 F24

Frozen Pizza B25 C25 D25 E25 F25

Frozen Vegetables, Fruits B26 C26 D26 E26 F26

Frozen Desserts B27 C27 D27 E27 F27

Other Frozen B28 C28 D28 E28 F28

2. For all claims that you verified against manufacturer policy in 2004, what were the average dollar variances?

For product cost verification: For handling fee verification:
A_____% higher than policy cost (# claims D______) G_____% higher than policy handling fee (# claims J_______)
B_____% lower than policy cost (# claims E______) H_____% lower than policy handling fee (# claims K_______)
C_____% within acceptable limits (# claims F______) I_____% within acceptable limits (# claims L_______)
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3. For all claims that you processed in 2004, please provide the following breakout of the total dollars claimed.

Total $ for product cost $A_______________.
Total $ for “JIR” type (cents) handling fee $B_______________.
Total $ for percent type handling fee $C_______________.
Other D____________________________ $E_______________.

4. Using data from your product scanning service (excluding hidden damage supply chain audits), please provide
total annual dollars and units for the following major conditions. Please aggregate all of your detailed conditions
data into these major categories.

Product Condition Total 2004 $ Total 2004 Units

Crushed or dented A F

Torn, punctured or cut B G

All other damage C H

Out-of-date (expired) D I

No apparent damage E J

5. For all of the products that you scanned in 2004 and validated against claims, what were the average variances?
A__________________% higher than claims (Number of claims D_________)
B__________________% lower than claims (Number of claims E_________)
C__________________% within acceptable tolerance (Number of claims F_________)

6. What do you believe was the major force driving change in unsaleables costs between 2003 and 2004 for 
your clients? 

7. Please name a client who you believe has made progress reducing unsaleables costs and briefly describe what
the client has done.

Client: A

How this client reduces unsaleables costs: B

8. What do you believe are the top three issues in unsaleables facing the industry today?

1. __________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to answer this important questionnaire.
Your responses will be held in strictest confidence by Raftery Resource Network.
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Glossary

Adjustable Rate Policy — A monetary cap on the amount a manufacturer pays 
distributors for unsaleables. These caps can be adjusted, up or down, based on the
manufacturer’s own audit process and findings.

America’s Second Harvest — The national network of local food banks that administers
operating standards and guidelines while assisting in the distribution of products to
the needy.

Cause of Damage — How a product came to be damaged. Often confused with the
type of damage (product condition). For example, “razor-cut” describes the visible
damage – not why or how it happened. Some causes of razor cuts have been found 
to be poor case design and improper opening techniques.

Damaged Goods — Unsaleables products that are physically damaged, e.g., broken,
cut, crushed, dented, etc.

Disposition — The path taken by unsaleable, e.g., donate, destroy, salvage, hold for
pick-up or return to supplier, to name a few.

Food Banks — Nonprofit organizations that accept unsaleables from a reclamation
center and process them along with other donated products for distribution to local
feeding agencies, such as soup kitchens and food pantries.

Out-of-Code (Date) — Product that has “expired” based on the date code printed on
the package or case. “Open-coded” means readable by consumers; “closed-coded”
means unreadable by consumers. Manufacturers determine the code date based on
quality and production parameters.

Policy — A written document that states a company’s position and practices with
trading partners. An unsaleable policy guides discussions and practices with trading
partners on the handling and disposition of unsaleables and on the reimbursement
practices.

Pre-Damage Direct Product Cost — These handling and storage costs occur before
damage is identified as an item moves through retail distribution. They include costs
incurred at the warehouse, during transportation to the store, and at the store itself.
Store costs for retail shelf space, checkout and bagging are excluded.

Post-Damage Handling Costs — These costs typically occur after damage to the item
has been identified in the store and before it arrives at the reclamation center if it is
sent there.

Reclamation Center — A collection point for damaged goods and other unsaleables,
often affiliated with a warehouse distribution center. In these facilities, physical pro-
cessing occurs, invoices are created, data are captured and disposition is managed.



Reimbursement — Generally refers to the manufacturer’s payment to a distributor or
sales agent for an invoice for unsaleables. Sales agents may also reimburse stores for
unsaleables.

Returned Goods — Generally saleable products that are removed from the primary 
distribution channel and returned to the manufacturer. Examples include seasonal
products, such as insecticides or garden seeds; cosmetics; and seasonal packs with
guaranteed sales contracts. Prescription drugs and other controlled distribution 
products can be returned to the manufacturer for proper disposition.

Swell Allowance — A fixed percentage applied to all products invoiced by the 
manufacturer and delivered to the distributor’s warehouse.

Third Party (Service Provider) — A company that provides unsaleable management
services for one of the two trading partners. For example, a manufacturer could use 
a third party to collect unsaleable product or data; a distributor could use another
third party to manage a reclamation center.

Type of Damage (Product Condition) — Condition of an unsaleables product such as
crushed, dented, soiled, out-of-date. Standard industry definitions are published in
the 1990 Joint Industry Report: Product Reclamation Centers. Third-party auditors
have more extensive categorizations, frequently called “casual factors.”

Unsaleables — Product removed from the primary channel of distribution, regardless
of the reason for removal. This includes product discontinuations, damaged, seasonal
or out-of-code products. 

Unsaleables Rate — The dollar amount of unsaleables as a percentage of gross sales
incurred for or by the same entity during the same period. Rates can be determined
for a total company, division, brand, SKU, customer, store, etc.
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